
Chair Chat 
We are nearly at the end of another year – I 
hope it has been a good one for you.  I know 
there have been a few ups and downs for some 
people during the year so I 
hope 2014 will be a successful 
one for everybody. 
 
There has been the usual mix 
of orienteering fare on offer al-
though overall British Orien-
teering reports a shortfall in 
participation numbers com-
pared to targets they agreed 
with Sport England.  Numbers 
were well down at our first 
event of 2013 in Bucknell but 
Keyne-O continued to be popu-
lar throughout the summer.  
Even our final event at Twywell 
could have easily accommo-
dated more entries but those that came discov-
ered the complex challenges of the area.  Of 
course the big event of the year for many club 
members was the Scottish 6 day event where a 
good time was had by all as Don bagged the 
ranking points!  It was Freya who grabbed the 
prizes though, coming second at the British 
Sprint Champs in Loughborough – congratula-
tions.  SMOC even entered a number of relay 
teams at the JK, something we haven’t done for 
several years – no trophies but a good day for 
club spirit.  Another honour was for James who 
was selected to attend the Lagganlia training 
week in Scotland – a well deserved recognition 
which will help him move on to more demanding 
terrain and is already starting to show in his re-
sults.  He and several other club members have 
added 2013 East Anglian League titles to their 
collection of drinks coasters. 
 
2014 will bring the usual mix of events – Keyne-
O and club nights will continue for those who 
like convenient and friendly local activities whilst 

the JK at Easter will draw people to South 
Wales – entries are already open for the cheap-
est rates.  The British Champs and Relays will 

be in Northumberland – a long 
way to travel for some good 
quality areas.  The Sprint 
Champs will be on Keele Uni-
versity campus with the Middle 
Race close by in Staffordshire.  
The nearest event will be the 
Compass Sport Cup qualifying 
heat at Broxbourne in Hertford-
shire where SMOC will benefit 
from a big turn out – it’s not only 
winners we need but strength in 
numbers really does help even if 
you are well outside the win-
ner’s time.  Then of course there 
will be the usual range of events 
up and down the country includ-
ing SMOC’s own East Anglian 

League event.    As ever, Ros will need as 
many helpers as she can rustle up. 
 
Orienteering is very much an individual sport 
which you can do in splendid isolation if you 
choose, but it is clubs that put on events and 
offer training and social activities.  I hope 
SMOC offers a full range of opportunities with 
something for everybody.  If there’s something 
you think might be a good idea, please have a 
word with me or anyone on the committee and 
we’ll see what we can do.  We can’t put on 
events without helpers and Keyne-O is a great 
opportunity to plan, organise and generally help 
in a low key environment.  Ros has taken over 
as series co-ordinator for 2014 and she will wel-
come volunteers. 
 
It only remains for me to wish everybody a very 
happy Christmas and a successful New Year 
with lots of good O in 2014. 

Keith 
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SMOC Club 
Championships 

 
will be held at the Happy Herts event  

at Ashridge  
on Sunday 19th January 2014 

 

To be eligible for the SMOC Championships you must be a SMOC member 
and enter the following courses: 
 

Senior – enter the Green course 
Junior – enter the Orange course 

The Family Trophy - minimum one adult and one under 16 – enter the Yellow 
course 

 
For all other details see the Happy Herts website www.happyherts.org.uk 

Membership Renewal Notice 

Membership renewals for 2014 are now being accepted.  I’m glad to see 

some of you have already renewed, whilst others will have set up a Direct 

Debit. 

SMOC membership fees are £10 for Seniors and £2 for Juniors (born 

1994 or later). 

If you haven’t set up a Direct Debit, you can renew in three ways: 

 Online via the BOF website www.britishorienteering.org.uk 

 By telephone using a credit card. Call 01629 734042 between 9 and 5 

 By sending a cheque to BOF 

http://www.happyherts.org.uk/
http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/


Try something a bit different ... 

Interested in an endurance orienteering run / bike event?  Then check out Haglofs 5 Series or 

Questars websites. 

Events are run in different areas around England and involve 5 hours of finding checkpoints.  

Each checkpoint has a value and the idea is (obviously!) to get as many points as possible. 

Competitors can do it solo, as a pair or in threes, and the rules are that each team must find 

at least one checkpoint on foot or on bike and be back at base within 5 hours — if you get 

back late then points are deducted! 

Before the start you are given a map with the checkpoints marked so you can plan your route.  

You can choose to do an equal amount of running / biking, or mostly running with a short bike 

leg, or vice versa — it is up to you.  The bikes are left at a transition point, generally where 

you start.  However, the values (ranging from 5-40 points) for each checkpoint are not re-

vealed until you dib the start, and usually there are at least 2 checkpoints that don’t exist! 

As ever, the key is in the planning and ensuring you do not get caught out and arrive back 

late!  It also helps to be fit as it is non-stop for the 5 hours. 

I have taken part in three of these events — twice as one of a pair and once solo, and thor-

oughly enjoyed them.  One of the events had an optional kayak stage which made timing and 

planning even more key! 

Anyone interested in doing an event in 2014 let me know!  There is one in the Chilterns 

(based at Tring) next summer — so right on our doorstep! 

www.questars.co.uk/                                                              www.openadventure.com/open5/ 

Rachel Edwards 
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Orienteering in the Eternal City 

Rome was the one city in 

Europe where I was terrified cy-

cling through the traffic back in 

1988 and my only other trip 

was with work about 1997 with 

the chaos continuing.  Not sur-

prisingly, I’ve resisted going 

back.  Earlier this year I read on 

Nopesport that the annual Ven-

ice race had been cancelled for 

2013 but there would be a city 
race in Rome instead.  It would 

consist of two events in park-

land and one in the streets in 

the centre of the city.  It 

seemed the ideal opportunity to 

revisit the city, notwithstanding 

my negative memories. 

The initial idea touted on Nopesport in March soon caught on and the expected small 

race had an entry limit set of 800 which eventually reached 974 runners from 27 

countries.  My view of Italian bureaucracy was reinforced as it was variously stated 

that expensive medical examinations would be needed, or that self-certification 

would suffice.  Eventually the Italian organisers obtained official confirmation that a 
simpler certificate would suffice for foreign entries which prompted outbursts on 

Nopesport but which my doctor signed with a simple flourish of her pen and an offi-

cial stamp.  I was cleared to go. 

The race was to be held over three days: Friday 1 November — All Saints’ Day, a 

public holiday — Saturday and Sunday, so extending the trip to a week would allow 

time for sightseeing with departure on Wednesday.  Long queues at passport control 

followed by a hair-raising taxi ride from the station to 

the hotel did nothing to dispel my pre-formed views of 

Rome.  At least the 23 degree evening warmth made 

up for it.  The following day was clear for a marathon 

sightseeing walk around the city closed off by a visit to 

the event centre which was ‘signed from Spagna Metro 

station’.  After about an hour of frustration from arriv-
ing at the station I was pleased that I had persevered 

and my blood pressure would be normal in time for the 

following day’s race, leaving most of Friday free for 

more sightseeing.  I’m still not sure if five hours’ walk-

ing is a good warm up for an evening race though. 

The first start times were 16.00 hours, just before sun-

set, with the last starts around 18.00, well after dark.  

My own race was finished with enough light to read the 

map but many courses needed headlamps from the 

start.  The venue was Villa Borghese, a large city park 
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Route to Day 3 Start 



which was busy with families en-

joying the bank holiday sunshine.  

The format was a novelty for me 

with a mass start broken up with 

multiple butterfly loops each re-

turning to a central control with 

runners doing the loops in differ-

ent sequences.  

The use of time on Saturday was 

in reverse order with an early 

start by metro to reach assembly 
in a more distant country park for 

a conventional timed start from 

10 o’clock.  I was one of the very 

early starters and had a steady 

run on the 1:5000 map which had 

a multitude of small tracks through a lot of very green vegetation.  I was confident 

with the scale as I’d been using it all autumn working on Twywell but it seems the 

detail caught out many people as what I thought was my slow time eventually put 

me in 6th place out of over 50 on my course.  That again left most of the day free for 

another walk, this time slightly less taxing, around the vast impressive site of the 

Forum before another pleasant meal, this time in a small restaurant near the Co-

losseum. 

The final race was on Sunday, starting from a school almost adjoining the Colosseum 

around the narrow city streets and crossing the hair-raising traffic – except it wasn’t.  

The back streets were peaceful and even the main thoroughfare was quiet whilst the 

roads around the main Roman sites were traffic free, save for hordes of pedestrian 

tourists.  Fortunately I’d seen most of the sites during the previous few days so I 

could run looking at the map, not the endless historic monuments.  Two controls ad-

joining the Colosseum itself provided no time to look at the massive construction.  

Fortunately I’d already done that. 

All too soon it was finished and the three days of races were over.  Like city races 

anywhere, the map reading wasn’t the most demanding but the organisation was 

slick and the self-adhesive split time print 

outs that you could attach to your map 

were a great idea, and overall the venue 
was spectacular.  I might even return to 

Rome in time for the 2015 race since my 

previous views have been completely re-

vised.  Perhaps SMOC could get together a 

club trip, if not to Rome then to any of the 

other historic European cities from Krakow 

to Porto that are staging city races.  

Whether it’s just a flying weekend or a 

longer leisure break, it’s easy and cheap, 

using public transport without the difficulty 

of trekking into remote forests.  Not neces-

sarily great from the carbon footprint per-

spective but that’s a different judgement. 

Orienteering in the Eternal City      continued 

Keith at Day 2 Finish 
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Junior 
Pages 

 

*NEW* 

Try our Wordsearch 

Juniors!  Have you achieved your Colour Coded Badge yet?  
 

I know that some of you are close to it, so here’s how to get that badge!   
A White Colour Coded Badge is achieved by successfully completing three White courses on 
your own.   
After White you have to complete your course in the ‘Par Time’.  This is calculated using 
whichever of the following two methods gives the larger number of qualifiers: 

The time that is achieved by at least 50% of those who started the course 
  OR 
150% of the winner's time 

You have do this at three events. 
How to claim your Colour Coded Badge 

To claim your Colour Coded Badge you must 
achieve the Colour Coded Standard in three sepa-
rate events. 
The award is a sew-on badge which can be sewn 
onto your O-top and worn with pride. 
SMOC members can claim their badge by sending 
their details together with the details of the three 
qualifying events (event name, event date, and organising club) to the Secretary. 

Pssssst — they’re not just for juniors—adults can claim their Colour Badge too! 

mailto:editor@smoc.info?subject=Colour%20Coded%20Badge


Rebecca Nisbet 
Class:  W12 

 

How long have you been a member of SMOC? All my 

life! 

 

Why and when did you start orienteering?  I started ori-

enteering when I was very young, as a family sport, do-

ing it every other Sunday as I do to this day. 

 

What is your greatest achievement?  My greatest achievement was winning both 

the East Anglian League and East Anglian Championship in the same year — 

2013. 

 

What’s your favourite orienteering area?  My favourite orienteering area is Amp-

thill Park, because I know the area very well and like the way that the area is var-

ied, with forested area and clear, runnable areas. 

 

Do you train for orienteering?  I don’t actively train for orienteering, however I do 

do cross country and other running sports at school which are good preparation 

for orienteering. 

 

What is your most useful hint for relative beginners?  Keep your eyes on the map, 

and if you are new to an area, make sure you look at the detail on the map, per-

haps thumbing the map. 

 

What mistakes do you make most often? The mistake I make most often is usu-

ally holding my map the wrong way round, so I usually go in the completely wrong 

direction when I make this mistake. It is a very easily avoided mistake, but it is 

equally easy to make. 

 

Do you have any other hobbies? My other hobbies are playing tennis, and I also 

enjoy cross country. 

 

Thumb compass versus base plate? I prefer using a thumb compass. 

 

How do you file your maps?  I file my maps in a folder by date. 
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Photo gallery 

Three of our juniors re-
cently gained their Colour 

Coded Badges. 
 

Congratulations to Alex, 
James  

and Rebecca! 

Fun and games at our Christmas Party.  Some games were  
orienteering-themed, but the old favourites brought out the  

competitor in some, and even a bit of cheating! 



SMOC fielded 5 teams 
at the JK Relays 

SMOC 
helpers 
do a 

grand 
job at  
Twy-
well 
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Photo gallery 
Review of 2013 

A place on the podium for Freya at 
the British Sprint Championships 

Our string course team at 
Bucknell & Hazelborough 

Keyne-O as 
popular as ever 
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Coach’s 
Corner 

While orienteering has an extensive set of rules running to some thirty pages and addi-

tional appendices, the majority are concerned with how an event is organised and run.  

Relatively few directly affect you on your run.  Ones that might are those covering not going 

into Out Of Bounds, using compulsory crossing points and more general ones like not caus-

ing and / or reporting damage.  Even fewer relate to other competitors.  These are the key 

ones: 

 

9.11  Competitors must not deliberately draw the attention of other competitors to them-

selves or parts of the course: shouting and calling is unsporting and not acceptable. 

9.12  Competitors must not collaborate in any way unless they are competing as a team 

or a person being shadowed is receiving guidance from the person shadowing 

them. 

9.13  Competitors must not intentionally run with or behind other competitors in order 

to profit from their skill. 
 

9.11 certainly gets breached on rare occasions when significant numbers of competitors 

are hunting for a ‘bingo’ control.  On the other hand, sneaking in and surreptitiously punch-

ing in such a situation is perfectly acceptable if you can manage it – and definitely not 

cheating. 

 

9.12 would appear to mean that helping an inexperienced junior who is clearly lost should 

result in you both being disqualified but please don’t take this as an excuse not to help 

such a junior.  Few orienteers would consider it reasonable not to help a junior, particularly 

a distressed junior, under such circumstances.  On the other hand it would suggest that co-

operation and helping of other SMOC members would be perfectly acceptable in a Com-

passSport cup match as there we are definitely competing as a team. 

 

So how can other 

competitors be legiti-

mately used to aid 

your orienteering?  

Starting at the start 

you can usually work 

out which competi-

tors ahead of you 

are on your course.  

If there are start 

lanes per course this 

is particularly easy 

How not to cheat when orienteering 



Coach’s Corner     continued 
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and even if not you can usually see the map boxes.  So watch the competitors ahead of 

you on your course start, see which way they are going.  If they all go the same way it's 

likely to be safe to head that way while you get the map sorted out rather than hesitating 

at the start.  Do watch a few competitors and don’t rely on just the person ahead of you to 

get it right, even if you know they are usually reliable.  Karen made the mistake of assum-

ing I knew what I was doing at one event and also headed off at ninety degrees to the cor-

rect route! (My excuse was that I was confused by a lady trying to steal my map). 

 

How about out in the forest?  While rule 9.13  means you shouldn’t  ‘intentionally run with 

or behind’ another competitor this doesn’t mean you have to go a different route to an-

other competitor on your course who happens to be running at the same speed as you so 

this is a bit of a grey area.  The important thing is to keep reading the map as the competi-

tor ahead may not be following an optimum route.  Occasionally you can get into a race 

situation where you keep close to one competitor for much of the course.  Personally I find 

this helps me to go faster but I know others find it distracting and will deliberately choose 

a different route to lose someone.  Use whatever strategy works for you.  Blind following is 

risky as a friend of mine, we'll call him Eddy (because that’s his name), was overtaken 

early in his run by someone he knew was quicker than him and he also ‘knew’ he was on 

his course.  Eddy decided to gain some time by hanging on to the fast chap for a control or 

two.  However, when the fast guy punched his next control Eddy discovered it wasn’t his.  

Fast chap was also a little older than Eddy and had just moved up an age group, this took 

a while to sort out...  Whatever you do in a ‘following’ scenario do keep reading the map 

and don’t assume the person ahead is right, however good an orienteer they are. 

 

Perhaps the most useful way to 

use other competitors is in locat-

ing controls; even if you can’t see 

the kite you can often spot some-

one punching at a control with a 

distinctive dip.  Also people run-

ning away from a control are of-

ten running more purposefully 

than those looking for a control.  

Or even standing by the control 

working out where to go next – 

though don’t rely on this they may 

just be lost.  You may even be 

able to hear the beep of a SPORTident control box as it’s punched.  At a recent event I saw 

a competitor on my course cross ahead of me, a little later I saw him running in quite a dif-

ferent direction.  A spot of extrapolation led me to the control site. A lesson to learn from 

this is to try and punch smoothly, ideally without obviously slowing and to know which way 

to go after you have punched, never stop right by a control; even if it’s not yours. 

 

While out and out following is clearly cheating there are lots of perfectly legitimate ways 

you can use other competitors.  Though orienteering is a very individual sport don’t forget 

there are plenty of other orienteers out there who can help you round. 

Steve Hardy 



SMOC Volunteer Work Party at Twywell 
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On Saturday 28th September a group of SMO-

Cies aged from 6 to 69 turned up at Twywell 

Hills and Dales to attack the thorn, brambles 

and briars as our contribution to site mainte-

nance.  In return the Wildlife Trust are al-

lowed us to hold our Middle Distance Race 

on the area in November. 

The bit of Twywell we hacked at is an old un-

reclaimed limestone quarry with calcareous 

grassland, a relatively unusual habitat in 

Northamptonshire.  There is a policy of cyclic 

scrub clearance to stop the scrub swamping 

the grassland and to provide vegetation of a 

range of ages to encourage a range of flow-

ers, insects, birds and animals with different 

environmental requirements. 

After briefing by Stuart, the Reserve Office for 

the site, and collecting saws, loppers and, 

most important, gloves, we set to with a will, 

cutting and hauling back to a central point 

How many differences can you spot in the before and after pictures below? 

where Stuart soon had a good bonfire going, 

reducing our hard work to a pile of ashes. 

The weather stayed fine so I was glad my poor 

record with weather did not hold and hoped the 

same would apply for the event itself in Novem-

ber (it did!) 

A number of us also enjoyed the Green Tea Van 

food and drink and can recommend them – 

they were also on site at our Middle Distance 

Race. 

I was delighted by Stuart’s comment that he 

was impressed by the stamina and work rate — 

but so it should be with fit orienteers! 

A win, win, win situation – the Wildlife Trust had 

scrub cleared to improve the site, SMOCies had 

a sociable day out with the satisfaction of a job 

well done and we got to hold our Middle dis-

tance race.  The downside for me was having to 

remap the area!  See how much above. 
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We have responded to a request from members for an O top using a more technical 

material (wicking, etc) and have found a new supplier called Siven in Bulgaria.  They 

are being used by the East Anglia Junior Squad (and many other UK clubs) so you may 

have seen James sporting his new squad top, and this gave us a chance to have a 

close look at the material.  The tops are made from micro polyester functional fabric, 

which is fast drying and lightweight.  

 

PRICE 

Our new O tops are available with short (£25) or long sleeves (£29) for adults.  Junior 

sizes are £20 and £23 for short and long sleeved respectively.  An optional extra is a 

zipped key pocket centre back (£2).  

 

SIZES 

You can order a men’s/unisex size or a women’s more fitted top.  There are also chil-
dren’s sizes.  See the size charts on the Siven web site http://www.sivensport.com/#!chart  
Note that these are the actual sizes of the top itself so go up a size if you are at all doubt-

ful or don’t want a tight fit. 

 

HOW TO ORDER  

If you're interested in ordering the new SMOC top then contact Helen for an order form. 
Once delivered, you can either collect from Helen (she's usually at most events) or she 

can post it to you for £2. 

New Club  

O-Tops 

http://www.sivensport.com/#!chart
mailto:editor@smoc.info?subject=SMOC%20O%20Top
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Planning at Twywell 

It’s been a long time since SMOC held an event at Twywell.  It’s not a large area but what it 
lacks in size it makes up for in complexity.  It was for these two reasons that I volunteered to 
plan an event there.  The latest map dated from 2006 so needed updating, particularly with 
regard to vegetation but that didn’t appear to be a major problem.  I thought that I would have 
plenty of time as I expected to have finished my work contract at some point during the year, 
although that won’t happen until at least mid 2014 now.  
 
Although the area is small, there is a lot of adjoining land which can allow longer distance 
courses to be planned, but my first task was to find out just what was possible.  It turned out 
that up to about 7km could be squeezed on to just the contoured area, enough for a middle 
distance race, or alternatively ten or more km was possible using the surrounding fields.  The 
longer solution would have involved a lot of straightforward running whereas shorter courses 
could keep runners focused for almost the full distance.  Middle distance races haven’t be-
come a major feature of the British fixture calendar but that seemed like the ideal solution. 
 
My first visit to the area left 
me unhappy with some of 
the mapping, not just the 
vegetation, leading to some 
highly technical conversa-
tions with Robert Dove.  The 
outcome was that the small 
update to the vegetation 
grew into a full resurvey. 
 
Fortunately my work location 
is currently Corby so I was 
able to join Robert from 6pm 
for some pleasant summer 
evenings as we explored the 
whole site in detail trying to 
work out just what to do with 
the vast amount of detail in 
the complex terrain.  The 
task was much bigger than either of us first thought and Robert spent many more hours there 
than I possibly could with my unexpected job contract extensions.  During our visits I was able 
to identify some potentially good legs but there was still the need to join them together into 
some practical courses.  
 
One problem at Twywell is the small blocks of forest which are surrounded by clear, wide 
tracks and my aim was to keep people in the forest as much as possible, having to read the 
contour detail.  Other problems are the layout of fences with a small number of crossing 
points and the contours themselves which meant planning to avoid using either of them to 
provide handrails.  To add to the planning mix was the constraint of the single narrow path 
into the southern and eastern area and the fact that the maximum numbers of controls on an 
SI dibber is just 28.  All of these points had to be taken into account along with orienteering 
rules and guidelines. 
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Planning at Twywell      continued Page 15 

Slowly it all came together and Robert was making the last updates to the map.  There was 
only one thing missing – entries from competitors.  We decided to remove a Brown course 
that was on offer as the Black course was proving more popular than would normally be the 
case for a classic distance race.  Last minute entries do seem to be typical for events these 
days and this trend is not strongly influenced by a £2 late entry surcharge.  This results in 
potentially more entry fees for clubs but leads to a stressful time for organisers. Our even-
tual entry numbers were lower than we’d have liked but at least ensured the event did not 
result in a loss. 
 
The final stages were confirming precise control descriptions before identifying all control 
sites on the ground with marking tape so that Mike Capper, the controller, could check all 
my work.  After a few helpful inputs from him and Robert’s final adjustments to the map, I 
jetted off to Rome for a week, hoping that no late developments would strike whilst I was 
away.  Fortunately everything was on track and even the last minute discovery that we could 
fit all courses on to a 1:5,000 map had not thrown things off course.  Robert had tempted 
enough club members to help on the day and we had an event. 
 
I spent Thursday programming the courses into the computer and then Saturday afternoon 
putting the control stakes into the forest.  I was back on site before 7am on Sunday morning 
sweating into the clear frosty air as I ran around putting out the control boxes.  Mike checked 
everything was in place and working whilst everybody set up tents before the first competi-
tors arrived. We were ready in good time as the start team swung into action.  I watched the 
first few starters and then went off into the terrain to see people coping with the complexity 
of the map.  There were 
a number of people sta-
tionary as they tried to 
work out what was up, 
where they were and 
how to get where they 
needed to go.  My plan-
n e r ’ s  c h a l l e n g e s 
seemed to have 
worked. 
 
I then went back to as-
sembly and comments 
from finishers con-
firmed most people had 
enjoyed the challenge 
and were complimen-
tary about the overall 
event organisation. We 
had done it, put on a 
technical event that few 
people thought could happen in East Anglia. There remained only the final tasks of disman-
tling tents and collecting controls before it was all over.  Many thanks to all club members 
who helped on the day, I hope you enjoyed yourselves and had a good run if you wanted 
one. 

Keith 



CompassSport Trophy: your club needs you! 
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It’s not long now till the first round of orienteering’s main inter-club competition  

The CompassSport Cup 

and, as always, we’d like as many SMOC members as possible to take part. 

The first-round heats will be on  

Sunday, 16th February 2014 

and we expect to be competing at Broxbourne, Hertfordshire – an hour’s drive 
or less for most SMOC members. 

The good news is that, after a year of going head-to-head with some of the 
country’s biggest clubs, we have regained our ‘small-club’ status, which means 
we’ll be back in the ‘Trophy’ section of the competition.  That gives us a sporting 
chance of qualifying for the Final – as we did in 2012.  Of course, it’ll only hap-
pen if we field enough runners.  The scoring system means that our best 13 
scores count, but that every runner can contribute to the result.  It’s complicated 
to explain (you can read the details here) but the main point is that if you take 
part, you can only improve our result.  (Ed — read the article in June’s edition of SMOC 

Signals explaining ‘Why everyone’s run counts’) 

The rules are also designed so that junior scores make a big difference.  So if 
you enjoy Keyne-Os, we’d like you on the team!  If you’re M/W14 or under (i.e. 
born after 1/1/2000), the course will be Orange standard (about the same as a 
Keyne-O Trot).  If you're older, the course will be harder (Technical Difficulty 5, 
the same as senior courses) but there aren’t usually many competitors, which 
means that even a slow time will score well. 

We’ll be posting further updates on the SMOC website when we have them.  
Meanwhile, please put the date in your diary.  If you’d like to find out more about 
this event, or our other club competition efforts, please email me. 

Dorien James 

http://www.pgopage.co.uk/compasssportcup.htm
mailto:smoc@dorien.me.uk


DECEMBER 2013 

Sat 7/12/13 HH Saturday League Near Harpenden.  See HH website 

Sun 15/12/13 TVOC event Wendover Woods.  See TVOC website 

Sun 22/12/13 LOK Score event Hampsted Heath 

Sat 28/12/13 OD Xmas Relays Near Coventry.  See OD website 

Sun 29/9/13 LeiOC event The Outwoods.  See LeiOC website 

JANUARY 2014 

Sat 4/1/14 Night event Near Watford  —  See HH website 

Friday 10/1/14 Committee Meeting 
Members are always welcome to attend 
committee meetings—contact Helen for 
venue 

Sat 11/1/14 TVOC park event Oxford.  See TVOC website 

Sun 12/1/14 OD event Near Coventry.  See OD website 

Tue 13/1/14 First Club Night of 2014 7.00          Venue to be confirmed 

Sun 19/1/14 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS Ashridge  —  See HH website 

Tue 20/1/14 Club Night 7.00          Venue to be confirmed 

Sun 26/1/14 Southern Champs Near Bracknell.  See BKO website 

Tue 27/1/14 Club Night 7.00          Venue to be confirmed 

FEBRUARY 2014 

Sat 1/2/14 LeiOC event Irchester Country Park.  See LeiOC website 

Tues 4/2/14 Club Night 7.00          Venue to be confirmed 

Sat 8/2/14 BKO event Bloom Wood 

Tues 11/2/14 Club Night 7.00          Venue to be confirmed 

Sun 16/2/14 COMPASSSPORT CUP BROXBOURNE—YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!  
For details see page 14 and CHIG website 

20/2/14 
Deadline for March issue 
of SMOC Signals 

Please send your contributions to          
editor@smoc.info 

ALWAYS CHECK THE WEBSITE BEFORE SETTING OFF 
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Events 

http://www.happyherts.org.uk/
http://tvoc.org.uk/
http://www.octavian-droobers.org/
http://www.leioc.org.uk/
http://www.happyherts.org.uk/
mailto:h.nisbet@virgin.net?subject=SMOC%20Committee%20Meeting
http://tvoc.org.uk/
http://www.octavian-droobers.org/
http://www.happyherts.org.uk/
http://www.leioc.org.uk/
http://chig.org.uk/
mailto:editor@smoc.info?subject=SMOC%20Signals


Chair Keith Downing keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk 

Secretary Helen Nisbet h.nisbet@virgin.net 

Treasurer Neil Carter  dorothy.carter@homecall.co.uk 

Publicity Freya Askham freya.askham@btinternet.com 

Welfare Officer Ann Harris  crazysheep2@googlemail.com 

Fixtures Secretary Ros James ros.james@btinternet.com 

Mapping Officer Robert Dove dove_ra@yahoo.com 

Club Night Co-ordinator Steve Hardy steve-hardy@hotmail.com 

Club Captain Dorien James  dorien@dorien.me.uk 

Equipment Officer Richard Pownall  rpownall@f2s.com 

WebMaster Helen Nisbet sitemanager@smoc.info 

Club Coaches Karen Vines, Steve  Hardy and Oliver Tomlinson 

SMOC Signals Editor Helen Nisbet editor@smoc.info 

Contacts 
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Committee Meetings — open for all 
 

Our committee meetings are open for any member to attend.  We meet every couple of months, 
usually at a committee member’s house on a Friday evening, but occasionally we hold a meeting 
as part of Club Night, or even in a local pub. 

We discuss past events, what went well and what didn’t!  But the focus of the meeting is usually 
on future events.  For those events in the near future we might get into the nitty gritty of some as-
pect — it might be car parking options or planning for adverse weather.  Then we might discuss 
possible events in the more distant future — sometimes years ahead — weighing up suitable ar-
eas and, equally important, do we have the volunteers for the key roles of Planner, Organiser 
and Mapping. 

Other topics come up sporadically.  Recently we have been discussing a new SMOC O-top, 
moving to a more technical material.  And future meetings will tackle Clubmark, the pros and 
cons.   

Some committee members serve on other regional and national orienteering committees and so 
report back to us or ask for our input on a particular issue. 

So it’s never dull.  Why not come along and see for yourself?  Contact our Secretary Helen for 
details of the next meeting. 

mailto:keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk?subject=SMOC
mailto:h.nisbet@virgin.net?subject=SMOC
mailto:dorothy.carter@homecall.co.uk?subject=SMOC
mailto:freya.askham@btinternet.com
mailto:crazysheep2@googlemail.com?subject=SMOC
mailto:ros.james@btinternet.com?subject=SMOC
mailto:dove_ra@yahoo.com
mailto:steve-hardy@hotmail.com?subject=SMOC
mailto:dorien@dorien.me.uk
mailto:rpownall@f2s.com
mailto:sitemanager@smoc.info?subject=SMOC
mailto:editor@smoc.info
mailto:editor@smoc.info?subject=Committee%20meetings

